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Dear Intern. . . lf Needs Improaement is circled, you are on academic probation.
Please call your practicum superaisor immediately.
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Practicum Supervisor's Comments

l}l2}Og-t2/200g*-FOrtunately, this year Dean was able to acquire his own classroom. He

no longer must travelto a different room each period. This has had a very positive impact

on his ability to address Standard 2 of the California Standards for the Teaching Profession.

Dean has created and maintained an effective environment for student learning' He has

been able to display famous authors, state standards, English language terminology,

student work, and other relevant information. He was unable to do this last year due to the

limited space that was provided to him in each of the different classrooms- Dean continues

to show strength in establishing and maintaining standards for student behavior. Although

there were days that seemed more challenging than others, Dean continues to exhibit an

incredible amount of patience while redirecting the attention of his students. One area

where I believe that Dean can show improvement is in, understanding and organizing

subject matter for student learning (Standard 3). He already exhibits strength in this area,

but he may benefit from using alternative sources of materials to make the subject matter

more accessible to students. For example, the use of more visual aids, power points, video

clips, etc. wiluld only help to enhance his already strong lesson plans' Dean has done an

incredible job these last few months. I am looking forward to observing his continued

development as a teacher.
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